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Abstract

The DARTWARS project has the goal of developing high-performing innovative travelling wave parametric amplifiers with high
gain, large bandwidth, high saturation power, and nearly quantum-limited noise. The target frequency region for its applications is
5−10 GHz, with an expected noise temperature of about 600 mK. The development follows two different approaches, one based on
Josephson junctions and one based on kinetic inductance of superconductors. This contribution mainly focuses on the Josephson
travelling wave parametric amplifier, presenting its design, preliminary measurements and the test of homogeneity of arrays of
Josephson junctions.
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1. Introduction

Ultra-low noise detection near the quantum limit and amplifi-
cation over a large bandwidth are fundamental requirements in
forthcoming particle physics applications operating at low tem-
peratures, such as neutrino measurements, x-ray observations,
CMB measurements, and light dark matter detection, as well
as in quantum computing applications, where the high-fidelity
readout is key. In these fields, arrays of detectors are being
used, such as arrays of MKIDs (microwave kinetic inductance
detectors), arrays of TESs (transition edge sensors), microwave
resonant cavities and arrays of qubits, all requiring multiplexed
readout.

The readout sensitivity of these detectors is currently lim-
ited by the noise temperature and bandwidth of available cryo-
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genic amplifiers such as HEMTs (high-electron-mobility tran-
sistors) or JPAs (Josephson parametric amplifiers). Comparing
the two technologies, HEMTs have the advantages of provid-
ing high gain (> 30 dB), large bandwidth (few GHz) and high
dynamic range, while JPAs have typical gain of about 20 dB, a
small dynamic range (< −100 dBm) and a small instantaneous
bandwidth (∼ 100 MHz). Nevertheless, JPAs allow to signif-
icantly boost the sensitivity of the detection since their added
noise reaches the quantum limit, whereas HEMTs noise is 10–
40 times above that limit.

DARTWARS (Detector Array Readout with Travelling Wave
AmplifieRS) aims to develop a device with large bandwidth and
nearly quantum-limited noise at the same time, exploiting the
concept of parametric amplification with microwaves travelling
along a transmission line with embedded superconducting non-
linear lumped elements.
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2. The project

A parametric amplifier is a type of parametric oscillator,
which is a harmonic oscillator where its parameters are varied
with time:

d2x
dt2 + β(t)

dx
dt

+ ω2(t) x = 0. (1)

β(t) and ω(t) are the damping coefficient and the resonance fre-
quency. If these parameters are varied at about twice the reso-
nance frequency by a pump signal, the oscillator absorbs energy
from it. If the loss is not sufficient to dampen this energy, the
oscillations grow exponentially, whereas, below this limit, the
pumped energy is transferred to the signal that is amplified.

A TWPA is designed as a transmission line with tunable em-
bedded reactive elements, as inductances. The nonlinear in-
ductance is implemented by means either of Josephson junc-
tions (JJs) or the kinetic inductance (KI) of superconductors,
for which the relationship with the current is, at the first order,
L(I) ' L0(1 + (I/Ic)2), where in JJs Ic is the junctions’ criti-
cal current, while in KI devices Ic is the superconductor critical
current. Both three-wave mixing (3WM) and four-wave mix-
ing (4WM) are possible: in 3WM a single pump photon con-
verts into signal and idler photons, ωp = ωs + ωi, whereas in
4WM two pump photons convert into signal and idler photons,
2ωp = ωs + ωi [1].

The development of Josephson travelling wave parametric
amplifiers (JTWPAs) and of kinetic inductance TWPAs (KITW-
PAs) has been already investigated and demonstrated, as for ex-
ample in [2, 3] and [4, 5] respectively. In these cases, gain
values up to 15 dB over a bandwidth of a few GHz have been
reached, but significant progress is still needed. The purpose of
DARTWARS is to investigate the fabrication of both JTWPA
and KITWPA devices [6].

JTWPAs are made of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) embed-
ding a chain of rf-SQUIDs (see Fig. 1), which can be biased
by a DC current or a magnetic field to activate the 3WM or
4WM nonlinearities. The design follows the coupled mode
equation approach developed by INRiM [7, 8]. To avoid power
leakage into higher frequency tones, the CPWs are equipped
with a modified dispersion relation following two different ap-
proaches, the Resonant Phase Matching (RPM) and the Quasi-
Phase Matching (QPM). RPM uses a reduced plasma frequency
mixed to a periodic load of LC resonators to create mismatch
among the travelling tones, in order to suppress higher har-
monic generation, then the signal tone that is meant to be am-
plified is re-phased through the opening of a bandgap in the
dispersion relation. On the contrary, QPM uses a mix of low
plasma frequency and a sign modulation of the nonlinearity into
the medium to suppress higher harmonic generation and stimu-
late amplification by changing the phase of the travelling waves
of π after a coherence length has been reached.

In the KITWPA devices (Fig. 2), the momentum conserva-
tion can be achieved in two ways: a) dispersion engineering the
CPW with periodic loadings creating a frequency gap; b) build-
ing an artificial transmission line, that uses lumped-element in-
ductors and capacitors. The characteristic impedance of the
transmission line is modified every one-sixth of a wavelength

Figure 1: Circuit schematic of the Josephson metamaterial. The central con-
ductor of the coplanar waveguide is made by a chain of rf-SQUIDs composed
by a geometrical inductor Lg and a Josephson junction of critical current Ic and
capacitance CJ . The line is capacitively shunted to ground by capacitors Cg.

Figure 2: Circuital schematic of a unit cell of a superconducting artificial line
made of CPW sections. Each cell is composed by a series inductance Ld and
two resonators with inductance L f and capacitance to ground C/2.

at a frequency slightly above the pump frequency fp to form
a wide stopband at 3 fp, allowing suppression of the third ar-
monic of the pump. In addition, every third loading is modi-
fied in length (longer or shorter relative to the first two) to cre-
ate a narrow stopband near fp; this allows the pump to fulfill
the phase-matching condition. The CPW-type amplifiers are
made of NbTiN and are meter-long transmission lines, causing
impedance mismatches which are the likely cause of large rip-
ples in the gain profile, with the result that the amplifiers suffer
from self-heating due to the strong pump tone, creating an ex-
cess of thermal noise. On the other hand, the lumped-element
approach brings the advantage of having a shorter transmission
line resulting in a higher fabrication yield.

The goals of the DARTWARS project within 2024 are: a)
the development of high-performing parametric amplifiers by
exploring new design solutions, new materials and fabrication
processes, to achieve a gain value around 20 dB, a high satu-
ration power (around −50 dBm), a large bandwidth (in the 5–
10 GHz range), noise near the quantum limit (Tn . 600 mK at
these frequencies) and to reduce the gain ripples; b) the readout
demonstration of different detectors and devices involved in the
next-generation particle physics experiments, such as MKIDs,
TESs, microwave resonant cavities and qubits.

3. Preliminary measurements on JTWPA protorype

The device was fabricated by INRiM and tested at LNF in
a dry dilution refrigerator with the lowest temperature stage at
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T = 15 mK. It is composed of 15 sections of coplanar waveg-
uide embedding 990 nonhysteretic rf-SQUIDs connected by
bended sections of CPW. The values of the circuit parameters
of the Josephson metamaterial, by design, are a ground capac-
itance Cg = 13.0 fF, a geometrical inductance Lg = 45 pH, a
Josephson capacitance CJ = 25.8 fF and a Josephson critical
current Ic = 1.5 µA. The Josephson junctions were fabricated
exploiting an electron beam lithography process on a double
layer polymeric mask, followed by an Aluminum e-gun evapo-
ration.

The characterization of the JTWPA consists in evaluating its
3WM capabilities and its gain through pump-on pump-off mea-
surements. Two-tones measurements are possible by supplying
in input a weak signal tone and a driving pump tone, coupled
together by a directional coupler. The stage of amplification is
composed by a low-noise cryogenic HEMT (put at 4 K) and a
room-temperature FET, providing a gain of 30 dB each. An rf
splitter allows to send the output both to a spectrum analyzer,
to perform power spectra, and to a vector network analyzer, to
measure scattering parameters. Finally, a current generator con-
nected to the device through bias tees provides the DC current
bias to the device. (More details in [9]).

Nonlinear effects generate idler tones that have different fre-
quencies depending on the order of nonlinearity that causes
them. Fig. 3 reports the power of the output idler tone PIdler,
generated via 3WM, as a function of the DC bias current IDC.
The pump tone is at νp = 6.75 GHz, with three different power
values (−90, −85 and −80 dBm), and the signal tone is at
νs = 3.3 GHz with a power of Ps = −67 dBm. For this mix-
ing process the idler is generated at νi = νp − νs = 3.45 GHz.
The 3WM idler should present a minimum at zero IDC, as ex-
pected from the Kerr nonlinearity of an rf-SQUID, but here we
note a shift of the minima, which is attributed to magnetic field
trapping during the cooling of the dilution refrigerator. More-
over, the suppression of the 3WM idler tone is not complete,
since the data in Fig. 3 do not reach the noise floor of the setup
(dashed line). It has to be noticed that the modulation of the
3WM process here reported is limited to around 10 dB, since
it is reasonably affected by nonidealities of the JTWPA and the
surrounding environment.

Then, parametric amplification has been quantified with gain
measurements, by means of the pump-on pump-off technique.
The gain is studied both in the degenerate (νp = νs) and nonde-
generate mode, as a function of the pump power. Although we
do not observe a constant gain over a large bandwidth, values
between 25 and 30 dB are reached for particular values of pump
frequency and power, as shown in Fig. 4 for νp = 17.975 GHz
and νs = 9 GHz (nondegenerate mode). Unfortunately, the ac-
tual noise temperature of the JTWPA could not be estimated
due to a malfunctioning of attenuators at very low temperatures,
causing an excess thermal noise (the minimum measured noise
temperature was Tn = 3.63 K).

After the prototype was characterized, a study of the homo-
geneity of the Josephson junctions fabricated with the same
process was carried out, to improve the performances of fu-
ture devices. For this reason, a sample of 960 JJs with critical
current Ic = 4 µA, self-capacitance C = 225 fF and expected

can reach values of about 20 dB over an unprecedently 
demonstrated high bandwidth [8]. 

The Josephson metamaterial (shown in Figure 2b) is 
composed of 15 sections of coplanar waveguide embedding 
rf-SQUIDs connected by bended sections of CPW. The whole 
device contains 990 non-hysteretic rf-SQUIDs, characterised 
by values for the circuit parameters: ground capacitance Cg= 
13.0 fF, geometrical  inductance Lg=  45 pH,  Josephson  
capacitance CJ=  25.8 fF  and Josephson critical current Ic= 
1.5 µA. The values of Lg and CJ have been obtained by means 
of finite elements simulations [20], while Ic has been 
estimated taking into account the junction area (≈ 0.4µm, 
measured by means of Scanning Electron Microscopy) and the 
junction critical  current  density,  estimated  using  an  
empirical  curve,  obtained  after  the switching  current  
measurement  of  Josephson  junctions  fabricated  with  the 
same  technique,  which  relates  the  junction  critical  current  
density  with  the oxidation time and oxygen pressure used for 
the creation of the oxide barriers. 

V.! MEASUREMENT SET-UP AND RESULTS 
The characterization of the realized rf-SQUID-based JTWPA 
in terms of its 3WM capabilities and gain evaluated via 
pump-on pump-off technique has been carried out. 
Fig. 2a shows a scheme of the experimental setup used for the 
cryogenic characterization. In order to quantify nonlinear 
mixing effects, a 2 tones measurement is performed by 
supplying in input a weak signal tone (supplied by port 1 of 
an Agilent E5071C 300 kHz-20 GHz VNA) and a driving 
pump tone (coming from a Rohde&Schwarz SMA100B 8 
kHz-20 GHz signal generator). Microwave signals enter to a 
dilution refrigerator and pass through several attenuation 
stages, getting to the metamaterial after passing a directional 
coupler (Mini-Circuits ZUDC10-02183-S+) and a first 
isolation stage provided by a circulator (LNF-CIC412A).  
The microwave tones are then detected at room temperature 
after passing through a High Electron Mobility Transistor 
(HEMT, (LNF-LNC620C)) amplifier placed on the 4 K stage, 
which provides 30 dB of amplification.  The room 
temperature switch SW1 allows choosing, as a receiver, a 
spectrum analyzer (Signal Hound SM200B 100kHz-20 GHz) 
or port 2 of the VNA. This permits to perform power-spectra 
or scattering parameters measurements, respectively.  The 
cryogenic electromechanical switch SW2 allows to adapt the 
setup for transmission or reflection measurements. In both 
configurations, the output microwave passes through an 
isolation stage realized by means of two circulators (LNF-
CIC412A). A current generator (Keithley 6221) connected to 
the device via a couple of bias tees (Marki  BT-0018)  
provides  the  DC  current  bias  to  the device.  
Nonlinear effects generate idler tones that have different 
frequencies depending on the order of nonlinearity that 
causes them. A first characterization of the JTWPA has been 
performed measuring the power of the output idler tone PIdler, 
generated via 3WM, as a function of the DC bias current IDC 
(Fig. 3), providing a %P= 6.75 GHz driving pump tone, with 
three different power values (-90, -85, and -80 dBm), and a 
%S= 3.3 GHz signal tone with PS= −64 dBm power. The 
powers are here considered at the device input. For this 

mixing process the idler is generated at %I= %P−νS= 3.5 GHz 

   
Fig. 3. Modulation of the output idler tone power (PIdler) generated via 3WM 
as a function of the bias current IDC. Here the JTWPA is excited with a signal 
tone at frequency %S = 3.3 GHz , for three different values of the driving pump 
tone at frequency %P = 6.75 GHz.  
 
Due to the natural Kerr-nonlinearity [18, 21] of a rf-SQUID 
with no current bias one would expect that the 3WM idler 
would present a minimum at zero IDC. Nonetheless Figure 2 
(a) reports a shift of the minima that can be attributed to 
magnetic field trapping during the cooling phase of the 
dilution refrigerator. Moreover, the suppression of the 3WM 
idler tone via IDC is not complete since data reported in Figure 
2(a) doesn’t reach the noise floor of the setup represented by 
the dashed horizontal line for every IDC value. It has to be 
noticed that the modulation of the 3WM process here 
reported is limited to around 10 dB, since it is reasonably 
affected by nonidealities of the JTWPA and the surrounding 
environment. 

 
 
Fig. 4 Signal power Gain as a function of pump power (Ppump) for degenerate 
(%P = 18 GHz) and non-degenerate (%P = 13.4 GHz) regimes. Here the signal 
tone is kept at a fixed frequency %S = 9 GHz and the Gain is evaluated via 
pump-on-pump-off technique. 
 
Even in this preliminary configuration, Figure 4 reports the 
crucial figure of merit of the JTWPA under study, being the 
gain, evaluated by means of pump-on-pump-off technique.  
There, the effect of the pump power (Ppump) on the signal 
gain for the two relevant regimes (degenerate and non-
degenerate) of the amplifier is reported. The power gain 

Figure 3: Modulation of the output idler tone power (PIdler) generated via 3WM
as a function of the bias current IDC. Here the JTWPA is excited with a signal
tone at frequency νs = 3.3 GHz , for three different values of the driving pump
tone at frequency νp = 6.75 GHz.
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Figure 4: Top: Noise temperature as a function of the input pump power for
frequencies νp = 17.975 GHz and νs = 9 GHz (nondegenerate mode). Bottom:
Signal gain as a function of the pump power with the same tone frequencies,
evaluated with the pump-on pump-off technique.

normal resistance Rn ' 80 Ω was fabricated. Two oxidation
techniques were used, a dynamic oxidation with an O2 pressure
of 4.30 × 10−4 Torr for a time of 660 s, and a static oxidation at
1.58 × 10−3 Torr for 344 s. The two processes should bring to
similar oxide barrier thicknesses and similar resistances.

The normal resistances of JJs were tested with a probe sta-
tion, which performs four-terminal measurements (see Fig. 5).
As a result, the resistance values are distributed around about
12 Ω, with a spread around 5%−10%. There are also ascend-
ing or descending gradients depending on what is the position
of the arrays of junctions along the wafer. Finally, junctions
fabricated with the static oxidation process show higher overall
resistances than the dynamic oxidation ones.

4. Conclusions

TWPAs are promising candidates of quantum-limited mi-
crowave amplifiers for applications in fundamental physics and
quantum computing. DARTWARS aims at developing (nearly-
)quantum limited TWPAs exploiting Josephson junctions and
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Figure 5: Probe station used to perform four-terminal resistance measurements
on the sample of 960 Josephson junctions.

kinetic inductance of superconductors, exploring new designs
and materials, and demonstrating the readout of several devices
(TES/MKIDs/RF cavities/qubits). With the preliminary charac-
terization of a prototype of JTWPA we demonstrated the 3WM
modulation, although with some nonhomogeneities, as well as
good capabilities of parametric amplification, measuring gain
values between 25 and 30 dB for particular frequencies.

The results show that there is room for improvement. In fact,
INRiM is committed to implement the design with the modified
dispersion relation given by the RPM technique in the JTWPA
structure, to reduce the phase mismatch between the travelling
tones. Furthermore, numerical studies on the QPM approach
are being performed. On the fabrication side, a new realization
technique is being investigated, consisting in a two-step lithog-
raphy; moreover, to reduce the single JJ areas nonhomogeneity
due to the overlap of unpredictable rounded edges, a new de-
sign exploiting a double-layer mask is under development. New
tests of the homogeneity of samples of JJs are being performed,
without observing better results with respect to Section 3 at the
moment.

Finally, progress has been made in the development of
KITWPAs. In fact, NbTiN patterned into micro-resonators was
characterized to estimate the kinetic inductance of the material
and its nonlinearity. The kinetic inductance was evaluated mea-
suring the resonance frequency of the resonators, and then it
was related to the nonlinearity in the current. The KITWPA
device design is close to completion, and the first prototype is
foreseen for summer 2022.
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